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SUMMIT

ENDURANCE FABRICS      

NINA CAMPBELL COLLECTION
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ARCHIPELAGO

BIG SUR

BRAMBLE

SUMMIT ENDURANCE FABRICS

Summit Furniture, a renowned expert in crafting premium outdoor furnishings, presents the Summit Endurance Fabric 
Collection. This outstanding line of high-performance textiles exemplifies Summit’s unwavering commitment to durability and 
luxury. Offering a diverse array of patterns and a palette of colors, the Summit Endurance Fabric Collection is tailored to endure 
the rigors of outdoor living. Whether you seek fabrics capable of withstanding harsh weather conditions or aspire to elevate the 
aesthetics of your outdoor space, this collection provides a versatile solution to meet your needs.
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CODE D'AZUR

COTSWOLDS

HI-BROW

HORIZON

INFINITY POOL

MAZIE

PASHMINA

PEBBLE BEACH

Summit Endurance Fabrics
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PLAYGROUND

RIPPLE

SAND GARDEN

PETAL

Summit Endurance Fabrics

SWANSDOWN

TABULA RASA

TIMBER

TOPOGRAPHY
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TRADEWIND

Summit Endurance Fabrics

CUSHION CARE & MAINTENANCE

Cushion cores are constructed with resonated fiber wrap over Dri-fast TM foam. Pillow cores contain cluster fiber with a 
mildew-resistant ticking cover.

Fabric is C.O.M. (Customer’s Own Material). Summit offers 100% solution dyed acrylic fabrics and 100% solution dyed poly-
propylene fabrics in a variety of colors, styles and patterns. Contact Summit or the nearest representative showroom for 
prices and additional information.

The combination of Summit’s core construction and solution dyed fabric makes our cushions and pillows ideal for outdoor 
use. Store your cushions in a dry area when not in use to prolong their life. If your cushions and pillows do get wet, unzip 
them and stand them on end to facilitate drying.

Please contact your showroom representative with any questions regarding maintenance. With minimal care, your Summit 
furniture will stay beautiful for many years to come.
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BAHAMA BASKET

GREENWICH GROSGRAIN

IZMIR IZKAT

KEY WEST CAMO

NINA CAMPBELL COLLECTION

Summit Furniture, the leading maker of premium furniture for outdoor living, has teamed up with British interior designer 
Nina Campbell to add new offerings to its recently launched Summit Endurance Fabrics line of high-performance textiles. The 
namesake collection for Summit — Campbell’s first foray into indoor-outdoor fabrics — includes five new patterns inspired by 
nature, fashion and iconic destinations around the globe. Infused with the London-based designer’s signature blend of wit and 
sophistication, the Nina Campbell Collection for Summit also introduces five new color ways evocative of organic elements such 
as minerals and gemstones.
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LONDON CROSSHATCH

MADAGASCAR STRIPE

SANTORINI STRIPE

WAIKIKI WAVE

Nina Campbell Collection

CUSHION CARE & MAINTENANCE

Cushion cores are constructed with resonated fiber wrap over Dri-fast TM foam. Pillow cores contain cluster fiber with a 
mildew-resistant ticking cover.

Fabric is C.O.M. (Customer’s Own Material). Summit offers 100% solution dyed acrylic fabrics and 100% solution dyed poly-
propylene fabrics in a variety of colors, styles and patterns. Contact Summit or the nearest representative showroom for 
prices and additional information.

The combination of Summit’s core construction and solution dyed fabric makes our cushions and pillows ideal for outdoor 
use. Store your cushions in a dry area when not in use to prolong their life. If your cushions and pillows do get wet, unzip 
them and stand them on end to facilitate drying.

Please contact your showroom representative with any questions regarding maintenance. With minimal care, your Summit 
furniture will stay beautiful for many years to come.


